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Abstract. Conditions are given under which an operator with

countable spectrum is normal, and applications are made to poly-

nomially compact operators.

This paper is a continuation of [l], using techniques derived in [2]

and [3]. We refer to either [2] or [3] for notations and terminology,

but for convenience we repeat some of the definitions.

An operator T is said to satisfy condition (Gi) if (T—\I)~l is

normaloid (equivalently, ||(T—XZ)~1|| = [dist(X, <r(T))]-1) for all

\(£<r(T) ; it follows that such an operator is isoloid, i.e., every isolated

point of ff(T) is an eigenvalue of T. We also consider the following

conditions on an operator T:

(a') T is reduction-(Gi), i.e., every direct summand of T satisfies

(Gi).
(a") T is restriction-convexoid, i.e., the restriction of T to any in-

variant subspace is convexoid.

(a'") T is reduction-isoloid, i.e., every direct summand of T is

isoloid.

It is known [2] that seminormal =>(a')=>(a"') and that hyponor-

mal =*(a")=*(a'"). One says that Weyl's theorem holds for an operator

T if w(P) =a(T) —ttoo(T), where w(P) is the Weyl spectrum of T and

7Too(P) is the set of isolated points of o(T) that are eigenvalues of

finite multiplicity.

A normal operator T is said (for the obvious matricial reason) to be

diagonal if the eigenvectors of T are total, i.e., if the underlying

Hubert space is the closed linear span ( = orthogonal direct sum) of

the eigenspaces of T [5, p. 29]. {The term "T has pure point spec-

trum" is fairly standard for this, but it is an unreliable heuristic

guide because the property of being diagonal neither implies nor is

implied by the condition a(T) =ir0(T).} It is a folk theorem that every

normal operator with countable spectrum is diagonal (a stronger re-

sult is given in Theorem 1).

Theorem 3 of [l] is as follows: If T satisfies (a") and a(T) has at

most finitely many accumulation points (i.e., the derived set a(T)' is
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finite), then P is a diagonal normal operator. It is clear from the

preliminaries to this result that if T satisfies (a') and oiT) has at most

one accumulation point, then T is a diagonal normal operator [l,

proofs of Lemmas 3 and 4], This suggests the question: If T satisfies

(a') and oiT) has at most finitely many accumulation points, does it

follow that T is a diagonal normal operator? The answer is strongly

affirmative :

Theorem 1. If T satisfies (a') and o-(P) is countable, then T is a

diagonal normal operator.

Informally, the interest of this result is that condition (a') requires

only knowledge of the reducing subspaces, whereas (a") requires

knowledge of all the invariant subspaces. Of course o(T) is countable

whenever oiT)' is finite; better yet, cr(P) is countable if and only if

o(T)' is countable (because the set of isolated points of o(T) is

countable [6, p. 147, II]).

Proof of Theorem 1. Let 5 be the set of all eigenvalues X of T

such that A(P—X7) reduces T, that is,

S = {X G to(T):N(T - XI) C N(T* - X*7)}.

If 3TC is the closed linear span of the subspaces N(T—\I) (XGô), then

9H reduces T, and T\ = T\ 9TC is normal and diagonal. If Sdl-L= {o} we

are through. Assuming to the contrary that l3K-L9¿ {0}, let T2=T\ 9TC-1-.

Then T=Ti@T2, 7r0(Pi)=5, and tt0(P2) = tto(T) — 5 [3, Proposition

4.l]. Since ff(T)=o(Ti)\JoiT2), oiT2) is also countable, therefore

<riT2) has at least one isolated point X (otherwise o~iT2) would be

dense-in-itself, hence perfect, hence uncountable [6, p. 156, VI]).

Since T2 satisfies id), X is an eigenvalue of P2; moreover, A(P2—X7)

= N(T*-\*I) [2, Example 6]. But N(T-\T) = N(T2-\I) [3,

Proposition 4.1] and N(T* -\*I)CN(T* -\*I) (because (Tlïïil1-)*

= T*\W±), therefore A(P-X7)CA(P*-X*7). This shows that

XGô, whereasXG^o(P2) =tto(P) — S, a contradiction.|

Since the set of isolated points of <riT) is countable, so is 7r0o(P).

If, moreover, Weyl's theorem holds for T, then oiT) =u>iT)\JiraoiT)

shows that aiT) is countable if and only if co(P) is countable. Citing

Theorem 1, we have:

Corollary. If (i) T satisfies (a'), (n) Weyl's theorem holds for T,

and (iii) co(P)iequivalently, oiT)) is countable, then T is a diagonal

normal operator.

A special case [4, Proposition 4]: If T is seminormal and oiT) is

countable, then T is normal (hence diagonal). {More generally, C. R.
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Putnam has recently shown that a seminormal operator whose spec-

trum has planar measure 0 is normal [7].} In turn, this result can be

improved in another direction :

Theorem 2. If (i) T satisfies (a'"), (ii) T is reduced by each of its

eigenspaces, and (iii) co(T) (equivalently, a(T)) is countable, then T is a

diagonal normal operator.

Proof. Since (i) and (ii) imply that Weyl's theorem holds for T

[2 ], a(T) is countable if and only if u(T) is countable.

Let 8=tto(T) and let 3TÍ be the closed linear span of the subspaces

N(T—\I) ÇKE8); it is to be shown that 3ir-L= {o}. Assuming to the

contrary, write T=Ti@T2 as in [3, Proposition 4.1]; in particular,

<t(T2) is nonempty and countable, hence it has at least one isolated

point X. Citing (a'"), we have the absurdity ~SEt'o(T2) =tto(T) —8
= 0M

Left unanswered is the following tantalizing question: If T satisfies

(a") and a(T) is countable, is T normal? It would suffice (by an

obvious exhaustion argument) to show that T has a reducing eigen-

space.

We note three applications to polynomially compact operators;

these extend results in [3, Theorems 6.5, 6.7], the new feature being

that it is not hypothesized that T is reduced by any of its eigenspaces:

Corollary 1. If (i) T satisfies either (a') or (a"), (ii) Weyl's theorem

holds for T, and (iii) co(P) is finite, then T is normal and polynomially

compact.

Proof. Since w(T)=a(T)-ir<M(T)D<r(D', <r(T)' is finite. If T

satisfies (a') then T is normal by the corollary of Theorem 1. If T

satisfies (a") then T is normal by [l, Theorem 3]. In either case, the

finiteness of u(T) implies that Pis polynomially compact [3, Theorem

6.4].«

Corollary 2. If (i) T satisfies (a') and (ii) T is polynomially

compact, then T is normal and u>(T) is finite.

Proof. Let p be a nonzero polynomial such that p(T) is compact. If

the underlying Hubert space is finite-dimensional, then T is normal

by [l, Theorem 2] Otherwise, p is nonconstant; since p(a(T))

= <r(p(T)) is countable, so is o~(T), therefore T is normal by Theorem

1. Finally, w(P) is finite by [3, Theorem 6.4].H

Combining Corollaries 1 and 2:

Corollary 3. Suppose (i) T satisfies (a'), and (ii) Weyl's theorem
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holds for T. Then T is polynomially compact if and only if w(P) is

finite, and in this case T is normal.

We conclude with a new, highly combinatorial proof of Gilfeather's

structure theorem for polynomially compact normal operators [4]:

Theorem 3. If T is a normal operator, the following conditions are

equivalent: (a) Tis polynomially compact; (b) w(P) is finite; (c) Tis the

orthogonal direct sum of finitely many thin normal operators, i.e.,

T = iKi + Xil) 0 • • • 0 (Kn + X„7),

where the K~i are compact normal operators.

Proof. (c)=>(b) : If T has the indicated structure, then by nor-

mality [2, Example 5 ] co(P) = U? co(A\-fXi7) C {Xi, • • • , Xn}.
(a)<=>(b) : See [3, Theorem 6.4].

(b)=>(c) : The proof is by induction on card co(P). If w(P) = {X} then

co(P—X7) = {o}, and it follows from normality that T—\I is com-

pact [3, remarks following Corollary 6.3]. Suppose card o)(T) =«>1

and assume the theorem true for cardinality <«. Since T is diagonal

(e.g., by Theorem 1), r/(P)=Cl ttoÍT) [5, Problem 48], thus every

point of <r(P) is either an eigenvalue or an accumulation point of

eigenvalues (or both).

Choose Xi, ~X2Go)(T), Xi7^X2; let U be a closed neighborhood of Xi

that excludes X2, and define

Ôi= Ur\ T0(r),       S2 = 7T0(7) - ii.

Obviously X2(£C1 &• Also Xi(£S2 (this is trivial if Xi is not an eigen-

value, whereas if Xi is an eigenvalue then XiGSi), and clearly Xi^S2',

therefore Xi^Cl 52.

For k = l, 2, let 3TC* be the closed linear span of the eigenspaces

N(T—\I) (XGSjt) ; since T is diagonal and iroiT) is the disjoint union

of ôi and 82, the underlying Hubert space is the orthogonal direct sum

of 9Tli and 9TC2. Thus, writing Tk = T\ 2fTC¡t, we have T=Ti®T2. Since

X2ÇJEC1 5i=o-(Pi) and Xi(£Cl ô2 = (r(P2), all the more X2££co(Pi) and
Xi$w(P2); it then follows from co(7) =co(Pi)\Ju(T2) that the induc-

tion hypothesis is applicable to both Pi and P2-H
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